Let’s Do it Together!

Become a 2022 Global Challenge sponsor!

Running from October to June, the Global Challenge accelerates the development of the most inclusive and sustainable architectural projects worldwide.

We're building a world in which architecture serves the needs of the many — not just a privileged few.

We're looking for six sponsors to contribute €5,000 each, to improve the lives of self-build communities worldwide.

We connect underserved self-build communities with our global network of 60K+ architectural professionals. 50% of your contribution goes directly to a specific community project to accelerate its development. 50% goes to improving the reach of the Global Challenge, and building the capacity of our network.

All Global Challenge projects are selected carefully for their feasibility, social and environmental impact, and contribution to UNSDGs.

All #GC2022 sponsors are promoted in A--D media, and gain access to exclusive Global Challenge project content.

Get in touch! Schedule a chat More information
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